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TAMING THE TONGUE IN THE 
HEYDAY OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR
(1711-1851) 
by Bryan A. Garner

New York: The Grolier Club, 2021; 7.375  x 9.25 inches, 
hardcover, dust jacket; 301 pages.

Bryan A. Garner’s Taming the Tongue in the Heyday of English 
Grammar (1711-1851) is the companion to the Grolier Club exhi-
bition of the same title (March 3 to May 15, 2021). Featuring 
100 items, Garner’s book makes the primers of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries come alive in ways their concerned 
and idiosyncratic authors might not have envisioned. While 
Garner makes no mention of duels fought over the parts of 
speech, he shows that the grammarians of the period were a 
contentious and opinionated lot. The entries in Taming the 
Tongue are packed with scrupulously recorded information on 
the content and publication details of the grammars, as well as 
tantalizing anecdotes from the authors’ lives. Commentaries by 
Thomas Cable, David Crystal, Edward Finegan, Lane Greene, 
Christopher Ricks, John Simpson, and Ingrid Tieken-Boon van Ostade and three appendices round out this lively book, 
which will appeal to scholars and aficionados alike. [Book # 135437]

$45
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MAGAZINES AND THE AMERICAN 
EXPERIENCE: HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 
COLLECTION OF STEVEN LOMAZOW, 
M.D.
by Steven Lomazow

New York: The Grolier Club, 2021; 9 x 12 inches, hardcover, 
dust jacket; 325 pages.

Magazines and the American Experience: Highlights from the Collection of 
Steven Lomazow, M.D. is the companion to the exhibition curated 
by Steven Lomazow, on show at the Grolier Club from January 
19 to April 24, 2021. At 324 pages and lavishly illustrated with 
435 color illustrations, the catalogue takes the reader on a chron-
ological tour of the American magazine from 1733 to the present. 
This is followed by an examination of specialty magazines, with 
chapters on sports, literature, pulp, and entertainment, among 
others. The sec-
tion on magazines 
written by and for 

African Americans uncovers the legacy that begins with David Ruggles’s 
Mirror of History (1838) and includes [Frederick] 
Douglass’ Monthly (1859), the combative Messenger 
(1917), the Negro Digest (1942), and Essence (1970). 
Introductions to each section provide valuable context, 
and the bibliography and essays by experts in the genre 
increase this fascinating catalogue’s value for collectors 
and scholars. Set in Goudy Old Style and Adobe Caslon 
types. Design and typography by Jerry Kelly. 
[Book # 135333]

$75 Praise for Magazines and the American Experience...

“A remarkable exhibition at the Grolier Club in 
Manhattan  which can also be viewed online and 
more carefully examined in an accompanying cat-
alogue  provides an impressively comprehensive a 

view of this important fold of U.S. history.” 
- Jonathan Keats, Forbes

“Cumulatively, the titles on display give a window 
into broad themes of American history... And then 

theres the history of magazines themselves. To spin 
around the room is to watch an unfolding explosion 
of color and exquisite craftsmanship, and the evolv-

ing business models that supported it all.” 
- Jennifer Schuessler, The New York Times, about the 

companion exhibition at the Grolier Club
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BRING ME YOUR LOVE
by Charles Bukowski

Santa Barbara, CA: Black Sparrow Press, 1983; 4to., stiff 
paper wrappers; 318, (2), 14, (2) pages.

First edition, one of 5000 copies. Illustrations by R. 
Crumb. [Book # 127260]

$12.50

BRING ME YOUR LOVE
by Charles Bukowski

Santa Barbara, CA: Black Sparrow Press, 1983; 4to., stiff paper wrappers; 318, (2), 14, (2) pages.

Second printing. Illustrations by R. Crumb. [Book # 127261]

$12.00
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THE MOUSEION AND THE LIBRARY OF 
THE PTOLEMIES IN ALEXANDRIA
ALEXANDER THE GREAT’S VISION OF A UNIVERSAL 
INTELLECTUAL CENTRE
by Konstantinos Sp. Staikos

New Castle, Delaware: Oak Knoll Press, 2021; 8.26 x 11 inches 
(21x28 cm), hardcover; 568 pages.

The Mouseion and the Library of the Ptolemies in Alexandria, which 
comprises 14 chapters in all, begins by taking a look at the rela-
tions between the Greeks and the peoples of the East, mainly the 
Egyptians and the Persians, until the end of the classical period. 
Next, Alexander the Great’s campaign of conquest to the East is 
summarized and his personality is brought to the fore. Alexander 
and his deeds became the subject of an enduring narrative, retold 
across languages and traditions for centuries.

However, main subject of the volume is the organization and func-
tion of the Mouseion and the Library of Alexandria during the 
Hellenistic period. Examined are the achievements of the city’s 
major intellectuals, from all branches of arts, letters and science 
(poetry, criticism, mathematics, geography, mechanics and so on). 
Subsequently, the latter history of the institution in Roman and Byzantine times is outlined, down to the Arab conquest 
of Alexandria. 

The last chapter of the book is dedicated to the architecture of that major intellectual foundation of Alexandria, and the 
principles behind its creation and construction according to the models of Greek philosophical and rhetorical schools.
[Book # 135334]

$95
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Print.
by Lynd Ward

Peterborough, NH: Robert Hauser, n.d.; broadside, 10 3/4 by 14 3/4 
inches.

Print by Lynd Ward (1905-85), known for illustrating 200 books and 
applying Art Deco and expressionist ideas to woodcut engraving. Also 
known for his wordless novels. Part of the ‘Face to Face’ series, dedicated 
to Ward on the 80th anniversary of his birth. The portfolio was completed 
posthumously and before Ward could sign the prints, so they are the only 
broadside in the series that were unsigned. [Book # 115966]

$22.50

ULTRASOUND
by A.E. Stallings

West Chester, PA: Aralia Press, 2005; broadside (12 1/2 by 5 inches), 
bottom edge uncut.

Limited to 120 copies, signed by the author. Romanée types. Published on 
the occasion of “Exploring Forms and Narrative,” June 10, 2005. [Book # 
129727]

$30
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MATERIALIA LUMINA
A MANIFESTO
by Peter Rutledge Koch

Berkeley: The CODEX Foundation, 2020; 5.5 x 7.75 inches, wrappers; 16 pages.

Number sixteen of the CODE(X)+1 Monograph Series. “The concept of Materialia Lumina [...] argues 
strongly for a synaesthetic approach to workmanship. Today, similar principles are being fruitfully com-
bined with and vigorously informed by the conceptual daring and experimental nature of contemporary 
art practice to form, what is, in essence, a new vision of the book as a ‘total work of art’.”
[Book # 134719]

$25
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PLAYING SOLDIER
THE BOOKS AND TOYS THAT PREPARED 
CHILDREN FOR WAR, 1871-1918
by Richard Cheek

New York: The Grolier Club, 2018; 10 x 12.5 inches, hard-
cover, dust jacket; 471 (1) pages.

For this lavishly illustrated visual history, timed to accom-
pany an exhibition at the prestigious Grolier Club, Richard 
Cheek turns his unique collector’s perspective to those books, 
magazines, printed ephemera, and toys relating to military life 
and wartime experience that were published or produced for 
children and teens during two key periods in European and 
US history:  the era from the end of the Franco-Prussian war 
in 1871 until the outbreak of the Great War in 1914; and the 51 
months of fighting that made up “the war to end all wars.” In 
jis succinct text, Cheek examines how these publications and 
products were used to persuade boys to admire, and aspire 
to become, soldiers and sailors, as well as to accept war as an 
inevitable form of human behavior that offered them a swift 
path to manhood, defined by acts of exceptional bravery, selfless service, and patriotic devotion. The introduction is fol-
lowed by chapters on the four main protagonists on the Western Front: Germany (and its ally Austria), France (and its 
ally Belgium), Great Britain, and the United States. Enhanced by a list of sources for the illustrations and an index, this 
volume is a valuable resource for those interested in the influence of war culture on children. Designed by Julia Sedykh. 

With 1,291 color illustrations.  
[Book # 133243]

$60

Praise for Playing Soldier...

“For anyone interested in how childrens 
book illustration served national destiny in 
the run-up to World War I, this is a must-
see publication.... The quantity and quality 

of the illustrations  for Playing Soldier make 
it an invaluable  pictorial archive.”

- Andrea Immel, Curator, The Cotsen 
Children’s Library

“This book is the last word on the series of 
high Victorian books (mainly for boys) that 
extolled the virtues of British Empire values 
(and their American parallels). It also traces 

the effect that the harsh realities of the 
First World War had on this genre, remov-

ing some of the romance, derring-do and 
unrealism and replacing them with a meas-
ure of harsh reality suitable for children.” 

- Major General (Retired) M.P.J. O’Brien, 
President, Royal United Services Institute of 

Victoria (Australia)
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THE HISTORY OF PLASTIC SURGERY
MUCH MORE THAN SKIN DEEP
by Douglas M. Monasebian

New York: The Grolier Club, 2020; 8 x 10.5 inches, paperback; 58 
pages.

Published to accompany the eponymous exhibition on display at the 
Grolier Club from November 19, 2020, through February 13, 2021, 
this catalogue showcases rare books from a passionate collector and 
practicing surgeon. To many people, plastic surgery conjures up  aes-
thetic and cosmetic surgery, but as the items in Douglas Monasebian’s 
collection show, the specialty has been at the forefront of restoring 
the faces and bodies of those who were injured in wars or other trau-
matic events, affected by cancer or other illnesses, or afflicted with 
birth defects. The books featured range from the sixteenth through the 
twentieth centuries, providing a sense of how the specialty evolved 
and highlighting key events and groundbreaking developments. The 
catalogue is arranged by topic, with sections on the origins of plastic 
surgery; illness and disease; nasal reconstruction, cleft lip and palate; 

breast surgery; trauma, war, and wound healing; cosmetic surgery; and anesthesia, instrumentation, and nursing.  With 
52 illustrations. [Book # 135300]

$30

Praise for The History of Plastic Surgery...

“When World War I left millions of sol-
diers wounded, mutilated, and, at worst, 
faceless, the medical profession’s endeav-

our to restore basic humanity to those 
who could no longer easily breathe, eat, 

or interact with others greatly accelerated 
advances in reconstructive facial surgery. 

While unarguably a turning point in med-
ical history, these developments are rel-
atively recent in the long and fascinating 

history of plastic surgery. ... This exhibition 
catalogue presents 97 landmark works on 
the subject, selected with an expert eye by 
the plastic surgeon Douglas Monasebian, 

M.D., from his own collection.”
- Anke Timmerman, The Book Collector
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THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM
by William Dean Howells

New York: The Limited Editions Club, 1961; tall 8vo., cloth, slipcase; 
xiii, 365, (3) pages.

Limited to 1500 numbered copies signed by Korach (LEC 324). With 
an Introduction by Henry Steele Commager and Illustrations by Mimi 
Korach. Designed by Richard Ellis. Slipcase shows minor fading. With 
monthly newsletter / prospectus. [Book # 23304]

$35
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PETER IBBETSON
by George Du Maurier

New York: The Limited Editions Club, 1963; small 
4to., leather-backed boards, slipcase; xviii, 344, 
(2) pages.

Limited to 1600 numbered copies (LEC 350). With 
a Preface by Daphne du Maurier. Illustrated by the 
Author. With the illustrations taken from the origi-
nals in the Pierpont Morgan Library. Typography by 
George Salter. Edge of slipcase slightly sunned. [Book 
# 97173]

$30
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ROXANA, THE FORTUNATE MISTRESS
by Daniel Defoe

Avon, CT: The Limited Editions Club, 1976; 4to., decorated 
cloth, slipcase with paper spine label; xiv, 256, (2) pages.

Limited to 2000 numbered copies, signed by illustrator Bernd 
Kroeber on colophon. Introduction by James Sutherland, list 
of plates, author’s preface. Color woodcut illustrations, includ-
ing frontispiece, by Kroeber. Printed at the Stinehour Press, 
Lunenburg, Vermont (Farrell 792). Monthly Newsletter / 
Prospectus loosely inserted. Fine in fine slipcase. [Book # 130072]

$60
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THREE TALES
by Gustave Flaubert

New York, NY: The Limited Editions Club, 1978; 4to., quarter cloth, 
paper-covered boards, slipcase; xx, 132, (2) pages.

Limited to 1600 numbered copies, signed by illustrator May Néama on col-
ophon. Table of contents, introduction by Guy de Maupassant. Includes 
“A Simple Heart,” “The Legend of St. Julian,” and “Herodias.” Printed at 
the Press of A. Colish, Mount Vernon, New York. LEC newsletter laid in. 
[Book # 129988]

$55
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THE TALISMAN
by Walter Scott

Ipswich: The Limited Editions Club, 1968; small 4to., quarter 
black calf over red cloth, top edge gilt, slipcase; xxx, 370 pages.

Limited to 1500 numbered copies and signed by the illustrator 
(LEC 415). With an introduction by Thomas Caldecot Chubb and 
Illustrations by Federico Castellon. Printed by W.S. Cowell with 
typography by John Lewis. With monthly newsletter / prospectus 
included.[Book # 12311]

$45


